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ABSTRACT
Objective: Speech-in-noise tests are widely used in hearing diagnostics but typically without reverberation, although reverberation is an inextricable part of everyday listening conditions. To support the development of more real-life-like test paradigms, the objective of this study was to explore how spatially reproduced reverberation affects speech recognition thresholds in normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners.

Design: Thresholds were measured with a Finnish speech-in-noise test without reverberation and with two test conditions with reverberation times of ~0.9 and 1.8 s. Reverberant conditions were produced with a multichannel auralisation technique not used before in this context.

Study sample: Thirty-four normal-hearing and 14 hearing-impaired listeners participated in this study. Five people were tested with and without hearing aids.

Results: No significant differences between test conditions were found for the normal-hearing listeners. Results for the hearing-impaired listeners indicated better performance for the 0.9 s reverberation time compared to the reference and the 1.8 s conditions. Benefit from hearing aid use varied between individuals; for one person, an advantage was observed only with reverberation.

Conclusions: Auralisations may offer information on speech recognition performance that is not obtained with a test without reverberation. However, more complex stimuli and/or higher signal-to-noise ratios should be used in the future.
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1. Introduction

Anechoic sounds can be regarded as an anomaly in our everyday life and perhaps even “unnatural” for our auditory system to process. Such sounds are however commonly used in traditional hearing diagnostics, including pure-tone audiometry and conventional speech recognition tests in quiet and noise conditions (e.g., Plomp and Mimpfen 1979; Hagerman 1982; Kollmeier and Wesselkamp 1997; Versfeld et al. 2000; Dietz et al. 2014). Many researchers have noted a discrepancy between real-life sounds and stimuli commonly used in clinical practice (e.g., Middelweerd, Festen, and Plomp 1990; Bronkhorst and Plomp 1990). This is particularly prevalent with hearing aid (HA) users, who have been reported to complain about the performance of their devices during background noise and acoustically adverse situations (Bentler et al. 1993; Walden et al. 2000; Wu 2010; Hougaard and Ruf 2011). Research on auralisations can offer the means to study HA performance in more realistic sound environments (Compton-Conley et al. 2004; Minnaar, Favrot, and Buchholz 2010; Mueller et al. 2012; Minnaar et al. 2013; Grimm, Kollmeier, and Hohmann 2016; Cubick and Dau 2016). Various sound materials for speech recognition tests involving reverberation have also been developed (Noffsinger, Wilson, and Musiek 1994) and are becoming more widely used, for instance, in research on cochlear synaptopathy (Liberman et al. 2016; Mepani et al. 2020).

In natural reverberant environments, sound arrives at the listener’s ears as a combination of direct sound (DS) followed by early reflections (ERs) from different directions and late reverberation, until the sounds are attenuated below audibility. These reflected and reverberated sounds provide our auditory system with an acoustic background to operate in, and it has been found that we are sensitive to the natural characteristics of reverberation encountered in real environments (Traer and McDermott 2016). Studies also indicate that the normally functioning auditory system compensates for influences of reverberation, which can lead to an improvement in speech intelligibility (Beeston, Brown, and Watkins 2014; Brandewie and Zahorik 2013). Interestingly, this compensation mechanism (or room exposure effect) seems to be dependent on the amount of reverberant sound energy in a room and is suggested to be maximal in moderate reverberation (Zahorik and Brandewie 2016).

In a continuous speech, reflected sound waves from different directions overlap with the sound arriving directly from the source, resulting in linear distortions in the perceived signal. Speech is characterised by slow and fast spectrotemporal variations involving continuous (e.g., vowels, fricatives) and transient (e.g. occlusives) sounds (Liberman et al. 1967).
Many older studies on speech perception in rooms did not make the distinction between the effects of ERs and late reverberation. For instance, studies by Nabelek and colleagues (Nabélek and Dagenais 1986; Nabélek 1988; Nabélek, Letowski, and Tucker 1989) indicated that at the level of individual phonemes, reverberation (in general) causes two types of masking effects: “overlap” (or forward)-masking, meaning that a preceding phoneme (vowel, consonant) masks the following phoneme, and “self”-masking, i.e., “internal” temporal smearing that was shown to result in confusion and incorrect identification of individual phonemes. Considering that the time-frame of phonemes is typically short, e.g. occlusives such as /k/ are much less than 50 ms, and vowels and fricatives also only in the range of 100–150 ms, self-masking is probably caused by ERs and overlap-masking by the reverberation tail. ERs and late reverberation may induce such different masking effects. Furthermore, they have also been found to have different, perhaps opposing consequences on speech intelligibility.

ERs have been found to enhance the intelligibility of speech to some extent (Bradley, Reich, and Norcross 1999; Bradley, Sato, and Picard 2003; Arweiler, Buchholz, and Dau 2009). Depending on their delay time, direction and intensity, ERs may not be perceived per se, but their energy can be integrated with the DS due to the precedence effect (Litovsky et al. 1999). This process has been found to increase the loudness of DS and improve speech intelligibility (Bradley, Sato, and Picard 2003) and has been at least partially observed even at the level of the auditory brainstem (Al Osman, Dajani, and Giguère 2017). For speech, the period of integration time is around 50 ms, after which reflections begin to smear and mask the speech signal and reduce its intelligibility (Lochner and Burger 1961). In addition, the integration process is not only dependent on the time-delay of the reflections but also their direction (Rennies et al. 2014b) and spectral properties (Arweiler and Buchholz 2011). In background noise, the precedence effect is at least partially disrupted, as ERs, depending on their properties, are masked by or merged with the interfering noise stream (Soulodre, Popplewell, and Bradley 1989; Rouch and Parizet 2018).

In contrast to possible improvements of speech intelligibility by ERs, late reverberation has most often been found to adversely affect speech intelligibility in rooms (Steinberg 1929; Lochner and Burger 1961; Nabélek and Robinson 1982). When related to the overlap-masking effect mentioned above, late reverberation tends to “fill in” the spectrotemporal dips and gaps in the speech signal and to overlap and smear the intensity modulations (Houtgast and Steeneken 1985) that are important to speech intelligibility.

It is worthwhile to note that the effects of reverberation (incl. ERs) act on the signal itself, whereas masking by interfering sounds, such as background noise, can be considered additive and not depending on the energy of the previous sound segments (Nabélek, Letowski, and Tucker 1989). Nevertheless, reverberation also has important consequences on the interfering noise. According to the “Equalization–Cancellation (E–C)” theory (Durlach 1963), binaural hearing eliminates interfering sounds from the target stream by first equalising the masking signals between the two ears as much as possible and then cancelling the interfering signal out from the total signal by subtraction. Because late reverberation effectively decorrelates and reduces the interaural coherence of the interfering noise between the listener’s ears, it makes it more difficult for the hearing system to equalise the signals at the two ears by making the cancellation process less effective, and this way turning the interfering noise to a more efficient masker (Lavandier and Culling 2008). Late reverberation is detrimental to speech understanding in noisy situations by basically two mechanisms: it smears the spectrottemporal pattern of the speech signal itself and enhances the effective interference of the masker by reducing its interaural coherence.

Warzybok et al. (2013) studied how the delay and spatial separation of a single reflection (an exact copy of the DS) affected speech recognition thresholds (SRTs) in noise. They found out that in the co-located condition the intelligibility of the speech was worse in a condition where the masker contained the same reflection as the speech than in a condition when only speech but no noise included the reflection. The reflected noise reduced the benefit otherwise obtained from the integration of the ER to the DS. However, when the target speech was accompanied by a reflection, SRTs improved by as much as 4.1 dB in diffuse noise compared to a frontally located noise. They attributed 2.9 dB of this improvement to better-ear listening. This result is somewhat in contrast with the E–C theory (Durlach 1963), that late (diffuse) reverberation makes the masking noise less coherent between the ears and therefore a more efficient masker. Thus, while their results indicate that including the same ERs for the masker as for the speech deteriorates speech intelligibility, on the other hand, noise subjected to diffuse late reverberation may result in improvement in intelligibility.

The most used measure to quantify the effects of (full) reverberation and noise on speech intelligibility is the Speech Transmission Index (STI; Houtgast and Steeneken 1985). Both reverberation and noise reduce the fluctuations of the speech envelope, and this reduction can be quantified by the modulation transfer function, which is calculated over 14 modulation frequencies (from 0.63 to 12.5 Hz) and seven octave bands from 125 to 8000 Hz. STI can be measured either directly in the room or calculated indirectly from the room impulse responses by considering the sound pressure levels of the signal and the interfering noise as well as the effects of auditory thresholds and masking. Although STI in its basic form does not consider spatial hearing, i.e. the effects of reverberation on the interaural coherence of the masking noise, it has been found to accurately predict speech intelligibility regardless of whether it is disrupted by noise, reverberation or a combination of the two (Duquesnoy and Plomp 1980; George et al. 2010).

Given the above-mentioned influences of reverberation on speech intelligibility, as well as our sensitivity to the natural characteristics of reverberation (Traer and McDermott 2016), it is important to keep reverberation as realistic as possible when applied in hearing diagnostics in clinical work. Virtual acoustics technology has advanced greatly in the last decade, and there are now several virtual acoustic methods that can be used to create real-life like acoustic conditions in the laboratory, that is, to aurilize room acoustics. Auralisations can be produced in many ways, for instance, from recordings of real sound scenes (Koski, Sivonen, and Pulkki 2013), but most often they are based on room impulse responses (RIRs) generated via room acoustics simulations (Favrot and Buchholz 2010; Zahorik 2009) or by the measurement of real rooms. Studies have shown a promising correspondence between SRTs in noise obtained in real and virtual sound scenes (Koski, Sivonen, and Pulkki 2013; Ahrens, Marschall, and Dau 2019), and virtual sound environments have already been used in several studies focussing on the performance of hearing aids (Compton-Conley et al. 2004; Minnaar, Favrot, and Buchholz 2010; Mueller et al. 2012; Minnaar et al. 2013; Grimm, Kollmeier, and Hohmann 2016; Cubick and Dau 2016). However, considering different auralisation techniques in the context of speech perception, Ahrens, Marschall, and Dau (2019) have recently pointed out that the inaccuracies in the
modelling of ERs possibly have a large effect on speech intelligibility. This is probably related to the findings that not only the spatio-temporal pattern of ERs (Warzybok et al. 2013) but also the spectral characteristics of the reflections influence how ERs are integrated with the DS in speech perception (Arweiler and Buchholz 2011). Also, a study by Rennies et al. (2014a) showed that speech recognition performance was influenced by the type of RIRs, that is, whether the used RIR was exponentially decaying white noise, simulated by acoustic modelling or measured in real rooms.

The current study aims to extend a clinically used Finnish speech-in-noise test with auralisations of two real rooms to investigate the effect of reverberation on the SRTs of normal-hearing (NH) and hearing-impaired (HI) listeners. Even just a mild to moderate degree of hearing loss can critically affect speech understanding in noisy conditions (Dubno, Dirks, and Morgan 1984). HI listeners who may have decreased acuity in frequency and/or temporal processing of auditory information are known to suffer more from spectral and temporal smearing caused by reverberation than NH counterparts (Duquesnoy and Plomp 1980; Nabelek and Mason 1981; Helfer and Wilber 1990; Neuman et al. 2010). Auralisations are based on measured RIRs from real rooms to preserve the natural characteristics of the reverberation as much as possible. Spatial RIRs are measured and produced with the Spatial Decomposition Method (SDM; Tervo et al. 2013) and convolved with the (quasi-) anechoic source signals. SDM has been previously used in many perceptual studies of room acoustics ranging from concert halls (e.g. Kuusinen and Lokki 2015) and small rooms (Kaplanis et al. 2019) to critical listening environments (Tervo et al. 2014) to car cabins (Kaplanis et al. 2017). Sound materials for the study and a well-established baseline measure are obtained from the Finnish Matrix Sentence Test (FMST) (Dietz et al. 2014), which is in use in clinical hearing diagnostics in Finland. The reverberant conditions are kept as similar as possible to the original test to enable a direct comparison between the results and the reference values. In this way, the objective is to establish a solid premise for further development of Finnish speech-in-noise test and to explore the feasibility of our auralisation method in clinical practice.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Auralisation

Figure 1 depicts an overview of the auralisation process. First, RIRs were measured with the sine-sweep technique (Farina 2000) from a source (Genelec model 8020B) to a receiver, which consisted of an array of six microphones (GRAS type 50 VI-1). The source-receiver distance was 1 m, and the source and the receiver were both at a height of 1.2 m from the floor. Second, SDM was applied to the six impulse responses to estimate the directions of arrival of sound waves to the receiver. In SDM, the estimation of directions is performed with a small (approx. 1 ms) sliding window with a 99% overlap. In its current implementation, SDM estimates only one direction per time instant. In the case of two or more sound waves arriving at the receiver simultaneously, the estimation result is the direction which is the most likely according to the impulse response data. When the reflection density rises and the sound field becomes more and more diffuse, the direction estimates also become more or more random. In this way, SDM provides accurate direction estimates for arriving sound waves when the reflection density is sparse, as in the early sound field. Besides, it produces quasi-random direction estimates when the reflection density is higher, as in late reverberation, which is commonly considered diffuse (i.e., “random”) by definition. Note that SDM estimates the directions of arriving sound waves in three dimensions, and it can be used with arbitrary configurations of reproduction loudspeakers. Here, reproduction loudspeakers in the listening room, illustrated in Figure 1, were located in the horizontal plane around the listener, and the directional estimates were analysed in relation to this two-dimensional configuration.

The direction estimates for each sample were used to distribute one RIR (i.e., one pressure signal) from a single omnidirectional microphone to the reproduction loudspeaker channels in the listening room. In this experiment, this reassignment was performed according to the principle of the nearest neighbour, i.e. the sample was assigned to the loudspeaker in the direction closest to the estimated direction for that sample. The distances to the reproduction loudspeakers from the listening position are also taken into account in this process. The nearest neighbour procedure had been observed to produce a minimal amount of spectral colouration in the auralised sound field (Päätynen, Tervo, and Lokki 2014). Finally, these spatialised impulse responses were convolved with the sound material from FMST to produce the stimuli for playback.

2.2. Test conditions

FMST (Dietz et al. 2014) served as the reference test, and the original condition without reverberation is referred to as “Reference” in the remaining part of the article. Like other similar speech-in-noise tests (Kollmeier et al. 2015), FMST contains a 10 by 5 matrix of phonetically balanced words, which are used to produce random and unpredictable non-sense sentences in the structure: name—verb—numeral—adjective—noun. Sentences preserved the natural prosody of the Finnish language and were spoken by a female speaker. The interfering steady-state noise was matched in the spectrum with the long-term average of the speech material. The expected SRTs in noise for NH people is $-9.7 \pm 0.7$ dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in adaptive test procedures (Dietz et al. 2014). The test was generally administered in a soundproof room, and the noise level was fixed at 65 dB sound pressure level (SPL). Details of the development and the evaluation of FMST are given by Dietz et al. (2014).

The test was clinically administered by playing back the speech sentences and the masking noise from the same loudspeaker at a distance of 1 m in front of the listener. Because this is the first study to apply the current auralisation method in this context, the reverberant conditions were decided to be kept as comparable to the original test as possible. Therefore, we decided to use the same co-located speech and noise conditions and the same source-receiver distance of one metre in the auralisations to avoid the effects of changing the distance to the source and investigate the effects of added reverberation. In the reverberant conditions, both the target speech and the masking noise were constantly auralised with the same RIR. The following two rooms were selected according to their differences in perceptual acoustic qualities as well as their availability for performing the measurements.

Room 1 is rectangular (approx. 14 m (width, W), 11 m (length, L), 2.5 m (height, H), 385 m$^3$) with glass walls on two sides, brick and plaster on the other two walls, hard floor and a ceiling with acoustic tiles. This space has been used as an internet cafeteria as well as a lecture hall. The measurement position was central, with a minimum of 3 m to each side wall, but tables and chairs
were irregularly spaced in the room and around the receiver position. Reverberation time in this space is almost one second across the whole frequency spectrum.

Room 2 is an open, four-level high staircase with brick and plaster walls, glass doors and glass windows (approx. 4.2 m (W), 4.5 m (L), 17 m (H), 321 m3). The measurement position was at the lowest level with an open space above with the ceiling at a height of 17 m. Stairs were on one side while the brick wall was on the other side at ~0.6 m distance from the receiver. Reverberation time $T_{20}$ in this space is approximately 1.8 s.

Concerning binaural aspects, a relatively simple binaural measure is the interaural cross correlation coefficient (IACC) that estimates the coherence of early and late sound fields between the ears. The average mid-frequency (500, 1000, 2000 Hz) values of IACC for the early (E3) and late (L3) part of the RIRs in Table 1 indicate that the early sound field in Room 1 is more coherent than in Room 2. Phenomena like spatial release from masking are more relevant in situations where the target and the masker are at different locations so that there is a clear benefit from binaural processing. In the co-located target and masker condition, both signals contain exactly the same patterns of ERs and late reverberation and thus, also the same binaural cues.

The average values of $T_{20}$, speech clarity index $C_{50}$, IACC for ERs (0–50 ms) (E3) and late reverberation (50 ms-) (L3), direct-to-reverberant ratio $D/R$, STI as well as reverberation radius $R$ are tabulated in Table 1. IACC values were calculated by using binaural RIRs rendered with the CIPIC head-related transfer function (HRTF) set number 28 (Algazi et al. 2001). The reverberation radius was estimated by, where $V$ is the volume of the room and $Q (=3)$ is the directivity factor of the source. The factor of three was chosen as a compromise between the low and the high frequencies, where the measurement loudspeaker is close to omnidirectional ($Q=1$) and highly directive ($Q>6$), respectively. Other values in the table are calculated directly from the RIRs used in the auralisations.

### 2.3. Listening test setup

The listening tests were performed at the Helsinki University Hospital in a sound booth of approx. 2.5 m (W), 2.6 m (L) and 2.1 m (H). A photo of the booth is shown in Figure 1 including the angles and the distances of the eight loudspeakers (Genelec 8050 A) located around the listener in the horizontal plane at ear height. Note that sound was presented only from a single loudspeaker in the frontal direction in the Reference condition, while it was presented from all loudspeakers in the reverberant conditions. The signals were played back from a laptop computer through a high-quality audio interface (RME Fireface 802). The room was not anechoic, so small acoustic effects due to the reverberation were unavoidable. The reverberation time of the room is very short (close to 0.05 s at 500 and 1000 Hz octave bands) and the acoustically treated walls, floor and ceiling are highly absorbent in all but the very lowest frequencies. In practice, the acoustic effects of the listening room can be considered insignificant.

Reference SRTs were measured with the original FMST software. However, to measure SRTs with the auralized conditions, the same test was implemented in Matlab according to the descriptions and definitions of the sentence test measurement protocol given by Brand and Kollmeier (2002) and Dietz et al. (2014). In short, the SRT in noise was estimated by a 1-up/1-down protocol by varying the SNR of the speech and noise signals. The noise level was fixed in the procedure and the multichannel auralisations were summed into mono signals for the derivation of the SNR value. Step size was adaptively changed, and SRT was estimated by the maximum likelihood of the logistic function as defined by Brand and Kollmeier (2002). The length of the adaptive track was fixed to 20 trials (i.e. sentences) as in the original FMST.

To ensure that the original test and our Matlab implementation would yield comparable results, the test was completed with each version four times by two of the authors (in the reference condition). The average differences in SRTs between the two versions were 0.025- and 0.275-dB SNR for the two authors, respectively. There were no signs of any systematic difference one way or another.

In the original FMST, the system is calibrated with a calibration noise signal to 65 dB SPL at the listening position. Because this condition is equivalent to the DS, the reverberant signals were calibrated with the calibration noise convolved only with the DS of the RIRs. DS was extracted by extracting a 1 ms window before the maximum peak value of the RIR. For Room 2, this time window included a single strong reflection from the sidewall, but this was practically unavoidable and considered not to be a critical aspect of this study.

The full-length reverberation tail does increase the overall level of auralized signals compared to the reference. To evaluate the possible influence of this level increase due to reverberation, we measured the SPL of the calibration noise convolved with the complete RIRs and compared the result to the DS only condition. We observed an ~1–2 dB increase in SPL. Considering that SRT values usually do not depend on the absolute presentation levels when noise is clearly audible (HörTech GmbH 2018), it is unlikely that these small SPL differences affect the results of this study.

### 2.4. Participants

On one hand, participants were recruited via social media and anyone could enrol. On the other hand, participants were recruited among the patients of the hearing clinic, who expressed...
their interest and were considered suitable for the study by the audiologists. Informed consent to participate in the study was obtained from all listeners. The study was approved by the ethical committee of Helsinki University Hospital.

A total of 48 listeners that were composed of 31 women and 17 men aged between 20 and 82 years (with a median of 56 years) were recruited. Participants were tested with the standard pure-tone audiometry if they had not been tested recently in the hospital.

The pure-tone averages (PTAs, averaged over 500, 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz and both ears) were between −6- and 57-dB hearing level (HL). Fourteen (14) people had a PTA score above 25 dB HL and were grouped as HI. The hearing threshold levels at standard frequencies (averaged over both ears) are depicted in Figure 2.

The distribution of ages in the NH group had a minimum of 20, a maximum of 75, a median of 47 and a mean of 49.15 years. In comparison, the age distribution in the HI group had a minimum of 28, a maximum of 82, a median of 70.5 and a mean of 66.2 years.

Five participants used HA devices, one of whom was practically deaf in the other ear, and wore a hearing device that sent signals from the deaf side to the HA device on the better ear. HA users completed the tests first with their devices set to a setting they most preferred in their normal daily lives. Then, they also completed the tests without using their devices.

It deserves to be noted that the absolute presentation level was not adjusted according to the individual hearing thresholds, not even for individuals with the highest hearing threshold levels. Thus, for individuals with severe sensitivity loss, some speech frequencies may have been below the individual threshold levels when listened without HA, and this may have been reflected in the results.

2.5. Test procedure

Following the clinical guidelines of the FMST, participants first performed two practice runs of 20 sentences each, one with a fixed +10 dB SNR and a second run with the adaptive procedure. These practice runs were performed in the Reference condition, and they served to capture the strongest portion of the training/learning effect so that only minor improvements can be expected from the third run onward as described by Dietz et al. (2014). To further counter the effect of learning in the sequential presentation of the test conditions, the participants performed the actual tests, namely, the Reference, Room 1 and Room 2, in a randomised order.

3. Results

3.1. NH listeners

The results of NH listeners were analysed with a two-way repeated measure analysis of variance (ANOVA). In addition to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Room 1</th>
<th>0.9 s</th>
<th>9.8 dB</th>
<th>0.97/0.21</th>
<th>0.85</th>
<th>9.2 dB</th>
<th>2.0 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room 2</td>
<td>1.8 s</td>
<td>4.1 dB</td>
<td>0.78/0.29</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.4 dB</td>
<td>1.3 m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency [kHz]</th>
<th>NH</th>
<th>HI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the test condition, presentation order was included in the analysis to examine the potential learning effect. The assumptions of normality were inspected by quartile-quartile plots of the residuals and by Shapiro–Wilk test, which did not indicate any violations of normality. The requirement for homogeneity of variances between factor levels was also met when tested with Bartlett’s test.

The analysis results indicated no significant differences between the test conditions (F(2,64) = 2.68, p = 0.08). Averages and standard deviations (SDs) are illustrated in Figure 3(a)—Reference: −9.6 dB SNR (SD, 0.8 dB); Room 1: −9.8 dB SNR (SD, 1.0 dB); and Room 2: −9.6 dB SNR (SD, 0.9 dB).

The analysis results indicated a significant effect of presentation order (F(2,64) = 7.24, p = 0.001). Further, results of Tukey’s post-hoc test indicated a significant difference (p < 0.01) between the first (mean, −9.45 dB SNR; SD, 0.9 dB) and second presentation (mean, −9.84 dB SNR; SD, 0.9 dB), but no difference between the second and third presentation (mean, −9.78 dB SNR; SD, 0.8 dB). The small average improvement of 0.4 dB in the performance observed between the first and later presentations is consistent with that reported with the training effect (Dietz et al. 2014). Because the presentation order of the three test conditions was randomised between the listeners, the order effect could be considered to have equal influence in all three conditions.

3.2. HI listeners and HA benefit

HI listeners were, on average, older than NH listeners. It is possible that an age-related decline, for instance, in the suprathreshold auditory processing abilities and/or in cognitive functions, could have an impact on the SRTs (Gordon-Salant and Cole 2016). To examine the possibility of such age-related influences on the observed SRTs, we categorised the results of the 14 oldest listeners in the NH group (min age, 49 years; max age, 75 years; median age, 63.5 years; mean age, 63 years) as the “age-matched controls” group and compared the SRTs of these individuals with that of the younger NH listeners (min age, 20 years; max age, 48 years; median age, 42 years; mean age, 39 years). The overall results concerning the differences between the test conditions remained practically the same between these two groups;
The Friedman parametric alternative for repeated measures ANOVA is an assumption of parametric ANOVA test. A commonly used non-parametric alternative for repeated measures ANOVA is Friedman’s test, but it can only handle one variable at a time. However, it is possible to rank-transform the data and use a linear mixed effects model with listeners as a random factor (Baguley 2012); this approach was used as a proxy for repeated measures ANOVA. The analysis results indicated that differences between the test conditions were significant ($F(2,24) = 17.15$, $p < 0.001$), while the differences because of presentation order were not significant ($F(2,24) = 3.05$, $p = 0.07$). Applying the mixed effects model also allowed for post-hoc examination, which confirmed that SRTs for Room 1 were significantly lower ($p < 0.001$) than for Reference and Room 2. The results also confirmed that there was no significant difference between Reference and Room 2 ($p = 0.9$). Figure 3(b) depicts the medians with 25% and 75% percentiles. The median values were as follows: Reference, $−7.65$ dB SNR; Room 1, $−8.64$ dB SNR; and Room 2, $−7.63$ dB SNR. The effect of presentation order was also inspected visually; a systematic pattern of improvement across presentation orders was not observed.

Figure 3(c) depicts the association between the PTAs (500–4000 Hz) and SRTs. This association is interesting as it might predict speech recognition performance in noise with the pure-tone thresholds. For HI participants (PTA $\geq 25$ dB HL), the association between PTAs and SRTs was captured by Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, with values of 0.73, 0.77 and 0.69 for Reference, Rooms 1, and 2, respectively. In comparison, for NH participants (PTA $< 25$ dB HL), the coefficients of determination, $r^2$, between PTAs and SRTs were 0.25, 0.16 and 0.25, respectively.

Finally, we analysed the possible HA benefit for the five individuals who performed the tests with and without their hearing aids. In the test, they set their devices to the operation mode that they most commonly used on a day-to-day basis. Figure 4 illustrates the differences in SRTs between the test results obtained with and without the use of a HA. Clearly, there are large differences between individuals, and in the best case, maximal benefit of up to 9 dB SNR can be obtained.

On investigating these individuals (all women) more closely, subject S1 (77-year-old woman with a PTA of 56 dB HL) seems to have largely benefited from her HAs (bilateral fitting, receiver-in-canal [RIC] device), with a similar improvement in SRT in all test conditions. S3 (69-year-old woman with a PTA of 43 dB HL; bilateral, RIC), in contrast, had extremely limited benefit from her devices, as did S7 (58-year-old woman with a PTA of 26 dB HL; bilateral, RIC).

However, the results of S10 (82-year-old woman with a PTA of 57 dB HL) are interesting because in her data, we can observe both the influence of reverberation (w/o HA: Room 2) and the major benefit of using her HA (bilateral, RIC), which indicates that this benefit is the greatest in Room 2. Although this effect was only observed in a single listener, it indicated that auralisations may be useful in revealing and evaluating the benefits of HAs in real-life acoustic conditions, because a similar extent of benefit was not shown in the Reference test.

S29 (52-year-old woman with a PTA of 54 dB HL) was practically deaf in one ear and wore a contralateral routing of signals (CROS)-device, which transmits the sounds arriving at the deaf ear side to the hearing ear via a Bluetooth connection (left ear: FM transmitter; right ear: RIC). Thus, as expected, her data showed tremendous benefit following the use of HAs, which reduced SRT scores to below $−5$ dB SNR.

4. Discussion

This experiment explored the influence of reverberation on SRTs in noise conditions by adding spatially distributed reverberation to the test stimuli in the FMST. Except for the added reverberation, the test conditions were kept as similar as possible to the original test to allow for a direct comparison between the present results and results from already published studies.

For NH listeners, reverberation did not result in significant differences in SRTs, and the results are in line with the expectation of $−9.7$ dB SNR with SD of 0.7 dB given by Dietz et al. (2014). Nevertheless, many studies (Steinberg 1929; Lochner and Burger 1961; Nábělek and Robinson 1982; Nábělek and Dagenais 1986; Nábělek, Letowski, and Tucker 1989; Payton, Uchanski, and Braida 1994; Koehnke and Besing 1996; Neuman et al. 2010) have shown that reverberation makes speech recognition more difficult. These studies have been mostly conducted with source-listener distances that are beyond the critical distance in the room and therefore in the reverberant field.

Thus, the apparent discrepancy between the present and previous results may be due to the differences in the distance between the source and the listener and consequently due to the differences in the balance between the DS and late reverberation.

At a close distance, DS dominates, and late reverberation does not affect speech intelligibility as much as that at greater

Figure 3. (a) Normal hearing: Averages and standard deviations per test condition. (b) Hearing-impaired: Median and the 25th and 75th percentiles per test condition. Whiskers extend maximally to 1.5 times the inter-quartile range. (c) Pure-tone average (PTA; 500–4000 Hz; both ears) scores plotted against the SRT results for each test condition. The vertical dotted line depicts the 25 dB HL PTA cut-off for normal hearing. Ref: Grey squares; Room 1: Red points; Room 2: Blue crosses.
distances, where intelligibility is dependent mainly on the amount of late reverberant sound energy (Peutz 1971). Bradley, Reich, and Norcross (1999) observed the detrimental effect of increased reverberation on speech intelligibility only with smaller C50 values, that is, in conditions with more reverberant sound energy. In the conditions with relatively less reverberation and C50 values in the same range as in this study, there was no effect of reverberation on speech intelligibility. Moreover, in a study by Klatte, Lachmann, and Meis (2010) using two virtual classrooms, the effect of reverberation was apparent only in locations further away from the source. The current results are also in line with the results reported by Beutelmann and Brand (2006) who did not find significant differences in SRTs in noise between an anechoic chamber, an office space (RT 0.6 s) and an empty cafeteria hall (RT 1.3 s) in a co-located condition.

Another probable reason for the lack of differences between the test conditions for NH listeners is the decision to follow the clinical guidelines of FMST and to target the 50% recognition rate. At the level of 50% of SRT, the SNR in FMST is expected to be as low as −9.7 dB for NH listeners. At such a low SNR level, reverberation may not have any effect on recognition performance because its effects are masked by the noise. Figure 5 illustrates the reductions in modulation depth at different modulation frequencies by depicting the modulation transfer ratios (MTRs) at different SNR levels. MTRs form the basis for calculating the STI. These calculations are made with the functions provided in the AARAE toolbox by Cabrera, Jimenez, and Martens (2014a; Cabrera et al. 2014b), and they are based on RIRs and octave band SPLs of the speech and the interfering noise signals. RIRs are used to derive the modulation transfer functions (MTFs), and octave band SPLs are used to estimate the effects of SNR, auditory masking and auditory thresholds on the MTF. SPLs are derived computationally using the standard 20 μPa as the reference SPL value, and they are not based on actual measurements.

Considering speech modulations at different frequencies, the influences of reverberation and reflections are typically manifested in MTRs as sloping or “bumpy” patterns that depend on the reverberation characteristics. Often the effect is observed in the lowest octave bands (125 and 250 Hz) as in Figure 5 at 0 and −5 dB SNR.

In contrast, an increase in relative noise levels result in a linear reduction of MTRs across the whole range of modulation frequencies and octave bands (Houtgast and Steeneken 1985) as shown in Figure 5 in the leftmost panel (i.e., Reference). In both reverberant conditions, the influences of reverberation and reflections are apparent at 0 dB SNR. However, at lower SNR levels, these influences decrease, and at −10 dB SNR, the MTRs show only little variation across the frequencies. If one were to zoom in the figure, the presence of reverberation even at lower SNRs could be observed, but the relative influences are very small compared with the 0 dB SNR level. Thus, the lower the SNR is, the less we may expect to observe the influence of reverberation on speech intelligibility. Considering that most of our daily speech communication happens with people directly in front and at SNRs between 0 and 10 dB (mean around 4 dB) (Wu et al. 2018), it would be “ecologically” more valid to study the influence of reverberation on speech recognition at higher SNR levels. The presented results are consistent with this observation.

Association between SRTs and PTA scores illustrated in Figure 3(c) indicated that more positive SRTs in noise are associated with increased PTAs. In line with previous studies that also investigated SRTs in noise (Bosman and Smoorenburg 1995; Smits, Kaptyn, and Houtgast 2004), the strength of correlations was moderate ($r^2$s between 0.25 and 0.3) for NH listeners. In the HI data with higher PTA scores (>25 dB HL), the Spearman’s rank correlations were between 0.69 and 0.77 indicating a stronger association.

It is also interesting that among the 14 individuals who were categorised as HI, seven listeners produced reference SRT scores below −7.6 dB SNR. These scores are within 3 SDs from the previously reported −9.7 dB SNR for NH listeners, and in a normally distributed data, 99.7% of samples lie within this range. Considering speech recognition abilities measured with the FMST, these individuals could be regarded as NH. These data highlight the importance of employing multiple measures in determining the severity and the functional consequences of hearing impairment.

The results of HI listeners also showed significantly better speech recognition performance in Room 1 than in Reference and Room 2. This observation is difficult to explain, but it is perhaps associated with ERs, which are known to be beneficial for speech recognition (Bradley, Sato, and Picard 2003). HI listeners require higher SNRs, which also results in an increased level of ERs and reverberation. At this higher SNR, ERs may now become helpful and result in an observable difference between Room 1 and Reference. Although there are also strong ERs present in Room 2, their effect may be counteracted by the detrimental effect of late reverberation that is much stronger in Room 2 than in Room 1. There is evidence that hearing impairment does not affect the benefit that is normally gained with ERs (Bradley, Sato, and Picard 2003; Arweiler and Buchholz 2011). Thus, it is possible that the benefit of ERs was only observed with HI listeners due to the increased SNR. As mentioned, the relatively higher level of masking noise at lower SNR levels can render the effects and the possible benefits of ERs negligible for NH listeners.

An alternative or complementary explanation for the observed advantage of Room 1 over the other conditions is that in speech perception the human auditory system has been found to compensate for reverberation (Brandewie and Zadorik 2013; Zadorik

![Figure 4. Hearing aid benefits per individual and test condition.](image-url)
This compensation mechanism has been suggested to be the most efficient for moderate reverberation times (Zahorik and Brandewie 2016).

Considering research on HAs, virtual sound scenes have already been used in several studies (Compton-Conley et al. 2004; Minnaar, Favrot, and Buchholz 2010; Mueller et al. 2012; Minnaar et al. 2013; Grimm, Kollmeier, and Hohmann 2016; Cubick and Dau 2016). Results have been promising, and here we showed that in some cases auralisations can provide information that is not obtained with stimuli that do not contain the influences of room acoustics. Thus, auralisations/virtual sound scenes are a useful and viable approach for the development of novel diagnostic tools for clinical work in many ways.

Overall, this study indicates that the influence of reverberation to speech recognition in noise may be better investigated with greater source-listener distances and/or more complex sound scenes and also by targeting SRTs at higher SNR levels (e.g. 80%), where the effects of reverberation are not so heavily masked by the noise. With this premise, it appears reasonable to explore scenarios with greater source-receiver distances and acoustic scenes with multiple interfering sound sources in the future development of speech-in-noise tests.

5. Conclusions

For NH listeners, there were no significant differences in SRTs between the reverberant conditions and the reference test. Unexpectedly, reverberation did not result in a decrease in speech recognition performance even in the 1.8 s reverberation time, but this can be explained by the combination of a short distance between the sound source and the listener, the colocation of speech and masking noise and the decision to target the 50% recognition rate in the SRT measurement resulting in a low SNR level around −10 dB. The relatively high level of noise compared to speech probably reduced the depth of speech modulations so heavily that the effect of reverberation was practically insignificant at this SNR. Therefore, it may be concluded that the influence of reverberation can be better studied at higher SNRs, for instance, by SRT corresponding to 80% recognition performance. In contrast, the results of HI listeners indicated significantly better performance in Room 1 with a 0.9-s reverberation time than in the conditions with an 1.8 s reverberation time or no reverberation. The reason for this result is unclear, but this is possibly associated with the benefit obtained from ERs and/or a compensation mechanism by the human auditory system of moderate reverberation.
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